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you can also keep your vst plug-ins safe from modification by others and even share them amongst your team. after converting the plug-ins to rtas format, any changes made to a vst in pro tools will be retained when you convert back to a vst, while the original file is stored separately in the fxpansion vst to rtas adaptor folder. the converter can be used on the fly, no need to restart pro tools. this allows it to be used at any time, and even when pro tools is paused. the conversion process is seamless and returns the plug-in to where it was prior to conversion in the exact same state. pro tools will remember where you added the plug-in previously, and will automatically unload any previously loaded vst plug-ins, enabling pro tools to use the maximum available ram. 1. the plug-ins list is more logical and easier to
navigate. vstw plug-ins are always shown at the bottom, and where you last placed them are remembered. there is no need to navigate through the whole plug-ins list to find a specific plug-in. you can also search through the list for vstw names, item numbers, etc. 2. there are no compatibility issues or formats to worry about. pro tools is already the most common system on which these vst plug-ins run, and the process is as simple as converting one osx application to a new vst format. as with any converter, more plug-ins will work than not. the list of compatible plug-ins includes all the major labels, and many more. 4. the plug-in itself works smoothly in all pro tools applications. the system doesn't have to worry about whether pro tools is running on a 32-bit or 64-bit os, because the plug-in is 'wrapped' to work with

both of them. os9 and os10 plug-ins need to be converted prior to use with rtas, and osx plug-ins need to be wrapped prior to conversion.
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this page is automatically generated. all comments entered by visitors to this page are stored on the publicly accessible comment database. website administrators are not responsible for the content of any of the comments made. it took me a while to realize that this adaptor works by taking a single instance of the plug-in,
wrapping it in the rtas environment and using that for playing in a pro tools patch. any instrument or effect you set up in your normal host could then be used in the same way, by converting the channels to an rtas instrument instance and setting it up as a patch in pro tools. this also means that if you have a pro tools session

open using the fxpansion plug-ins, any effects you use for that session will be compatible with whatever environment that session is running in. that's a useful feature, and one that seems to have been overlooked by many plugin developers. the other problem, for my plug-ins, is that i do a lot of plug-ins from other vendors. i like
using mda, linplug, and korg, and don't want to give up plug-ins, even temporarily, just so i can use a little flash here or there. and if i have to use serial on-line - which i often do, of course - i have to open several windows, and this usually means having different hosts open, each with its own reverb and effect settings. this is no
problem if you have only one pt host open, but what if you have more than one? one way of dealing with this is to load the plug-in in multiple host windows so that you have several of them open, and with different presets for each one. i actually find this works well, since once you've been using one host for a while, you have a

fairly good idea of what the plug-in is going to do, and it's easier to modify the settings in one than several. 5ec8ef588b
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